**What's going on here?**

**HackCOVID**'s mission is to combine technology, medicine, entrepreneurship, and education to **DEFEAT CORONAVIRUS**. Our highest priority for March is to respond immediately and efficiently to the rapidly deteriorating global situation, starting with our first event this weekend.

Many organizations on the frontlines of this medical war desperately need any help they can get as soon as possible. For **HackCOVID** this weekend, we encourage you to focus on creating MVPs that are **GOOD ENOUGH, RIGHT NOW**.

**Okay, I'm in! Where will HackCOVID happen?**

Anywhere you want. This is the first anti-coronavirus global virtual hackathon series.

**Who can participate?**

Everyone! Sign up at [bit.ly/HackCOVID](http://bit.ly/HackCOVID), and share the light with everyone you can!

**If we’re all around the world, what time do we start?**

Our schedule allots a total of 48 hours from the release of this weekend's prompts until the submission deadline to work on your projects, so we highly encourage you to join workshops from other countries, communicate with fellow techies around the world, build MVPs to defeat coronavirus, and, most importantly, get enough sleep to stay healthy!

**REMEMBER** - Staying healthy is the best way for us to defeat coronavirus! If your product is **GOOD ENOUGH, RIGHT NOW**, then please get enough sleep.

**How many people can we have on each team?**

The limit is five, but you can work on multiple teams and submit multiple projects.

**What should we make at HackCOVID?**

You can build your own ideas or work on requests from organizations already on the frontlines of this war against coronavirus. Feel free to build and submit as many projects as you want!

**How do we join HackCOVID and the fight to defeat coronavirus?**

Sign up at [bit.ly/HackCOVID](http://bit.ly/HackCOVID) for educational resources, event schedules, project ideas, etc.

**What if I want to support your mission as a volunteer, mentor, or sponsor?**

Email us at [team@hackcovid.org](mailto:team@hackcovid.org) and list your role(s) of interest in the subject!